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Lesson 4. what I feel



Warm Up
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1.What are they doing?

2.Why do you think they 

are doing that?

3.What do you think they 

feel?



Vocabulary Build Up
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A.Angry

B.Surprised

C.Happy

D.Excited

E.Worried

F.Tired

G.Sad

H.Shy

▪ Which word go with each face? Tell which one is 
a good and a bad feeling.



Speaking Practice
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1.…. Everyone forgot your birthday.

2.…. You won a game.

3.…. You had an important test tomorrow.

4.…. You were going on holiday tomorrow.

5.…. You had just run 10 kilometers.

6.….. You got 100% on the test.

7.…. You could meet your favorite pop star.

8.…. You broke your cell phone.

9.…. You got lost somewhere.

Example: 

“I think I will feel sad if  everyone forgot my birthday”

Lesson 4. What I Feel



Activity 1
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1.What do you think the mom feels?

2.What do you think the father feels?

3.What do you think happened to 

the boy?

▪ Look at the picture and answer the questions.



Let’s Practice
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1. I lost my favorite teddy bear.
I feel ______.
A. happy
B. tired
C. sad
D. silly

2. I am playing with my friends.
I feel ______ .
A.  happy
B.  jealous
C. frustrated
D. surprised

3. My math homework is hard.
I feel ______ .
A.  silly
B.  surprised
C.  frustrated
D.  happy

4. I'm dressed up like a clown.
I feel ______ .
A.  sad
B.  silly
C.  frustrated
D.  nervous

5. I got an A on my Math test.
I feel ______ .
A.  proud
B.  silly
C.  frustrated
D.  confused

6. I made a mistake.
I feel ______ .
A.  crazy
B.  embarrassed
C.  nervous
D.  loving



Activity 2
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▪ What would these things make you feel?



Activity 2
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▪ Express what they feel while reading the sentences.

• I am going on a 
holiday tomorrow in 
Disneyland.

• My friend gave me 

a present on my 
birthday.

•I love 
chocolate 
ice-cream

• Sleeping 
beauty is a 
very good 
movie.

•We will have an 
English exam 
tomorrow.



Speaking Practice
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1. I feel sad when ………… 
Example: my friend goes away.

2. I feel happy when …………

3. I feel angry when …………

4. I feel excited when …………

5. I feel tired when …………

6. I feel surprised when …………

7. I feel shy when …………

8. I feel worried when …………

▪ Complete the sentences.



The End
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